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ABSTRACT 
In the operator-matrix where A, B, C are given compact operators 
between Hilbert spaces, it is shown what choice of X will minimize not only the norm 
but succeeding singular values as well. 
1. EXTENSIONS PRESERVING NORM 
Let 3c be a Hilbert space and P an orthoprojector, so that P %I is a 
subspace. Given a sesquilinear form in vectors x, y E x which is defined 
whenever at least one is E P X and which is Hermitian whenever possible, 
we may ask for an extension to a sesquilinear form on 3c which has smallest 
possible norm. The answer is well known [3;4, Sec. 1251: 
THEOREM 1.1 (M. G. Krein). Assume A is a Hermitian bounded operator 
on P 3c, and B is a bounded linear transformation on P X to (1 - P) X . 
Then there exists a Henitian bounded operator X on (1 - P) %I such that 
*This work was also done in part while the author was at the University of California, 
Berkeley. 
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Comparatively recent is the generalization of this result to sesquilinear 
forms involving vectors from different spaces. In self-explanatory notation, I 
speak of “the problem in referring to the situation described in 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2 (W. M. Kahan, T. Kato, H. F. Weinberger). Let P, Q be 
orthoprojectors in Hilbeti spaces %I, 3c respectively. Assume given bounded 
linear transformations A:PX+QX; B:PX-+(l-Q)X; C:(l-P)x 
+ Q %. Then there exists a bounded linear transformation X : (1 - P) X 
-+(1-Q)% such that 
Clearly this is again the best possible value for the norm of the extension. 
A rather thorough discussion of this theorem, treating the set of all possible 
extensions attaining the minimal norm, and giving applications to two basic 
problems in numerical analysis, is in a paper in preparation [l]. 
The present paper is an offshoot from that one. It sets a more stringent 
condition for the extension, which then becomes unique. However, only the 
case of compact operators is covered. For this case, the present method is 
self-contained, so that it provides a new proof of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, as well 
as a sharpening. 
2. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
For motivation, let us look at some problems in low dimensionality. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. 
where E is a given real number. One easily computes that the only southeast 
entry S which keeps the norm as low as possible (viz., 
= v’l + .s2 ) is S = - 1. This seems counter-intuitive when E is small: 
wasteful to permit a large gratuitous entry when the norm can’t go 
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much above 1 anyway. Wasteful? In what sense? Had we asked for the 
southeast entry which would minimize the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, the 
answer would of course have been 0; had we asked for the southeast entry 
which would minimize the trace-class norm (sum of singular values), the 
answer would have been .s2. Both of these do go to 0 as ~-0. But they do not 




E -f 1, 
--E 1 ? 1 
where E is a real number. If E#O, then the only southeast entry allowed by 
Theorem 1.1 is 6 (E) = - 1. Suddenly, for E = 0, the answer is not unique; any 
number in the interval [ - 1, 51 becomes acceptable. The reason is clear: the 
eigenvalue 2 then belongs to an eigenspace which is orthogonal to the 
subspace in which the extension is demanded. It seems efficient to extend so 
as not to increase the norm of the restriction to that subspace; this would 
mean extending ( - i :) to ( - : i) with norm equal to 
-1 !I( )il 1 = fi , which would force the solution S = 1. That is not even hint- 
ed at by the foregoing: it is not central in the allowed interval [ - 1, $1, nor is 
it the limit of the unique solution 6 (E) as s-+0. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. 
rl 1 10 
1 o-1+ 
1 -1 ? ? 
(0 ; ? ? 
Theorem 1.1 allows the non-unique solution [ -8 -i). for any 
‘5E[(-3vZ -1)/4, (3v5 -1)/4]. Th’ IS example, though only slightly less 
transparent than the last, does not immediately reveal the sort of efficient 
choice that was visible there. 
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE “EFFICIENT” EXTENSION 
A C In this section I exhibit a certain solution of the problem B 
( .) 
2 , and 
prove it has properties suggested by the discussion above. 
The operators studied in this section will always be compact. Thus we 
have the Schmidt decomposition [2,11.2.2] 
(3.1) 
Here the r_li are positive numbers; the ui comprise an orthonormal set of 
vectors in P X, while the xi comprise an orthonormal set in 3i; and the 
asterisk attached to the symbol for a vector (here, ui) makes the symbol for 
the corresponding linear functional. The pi are the “singular values” of A 
( 1 B * 
Then uj is called a “right singular vector” and xi its associated “left singular 
vector” belonging to pi. Singular vectors are of course determined by this 
relation only in this limited sense: a set of equal pj determines the subspace 
from which its right singular vectors must be drawn and the subspace from 
which its left singular vectors must be drawn; the right singular vectors 
having been chosen as any orthonormal basis of the appropriate subspace, 
their associated left singular vectors are determined, or vice versa. 
In the same way we have the Schmidt decomposition 
(A C) = F qviy; ( yiE X) UiEQX). (3.2) 
A key idea is the ignorability, for some purposes, of certain of the 
singular values, described in the following 
DEFINITION For v > 0, u E P x, u E Q 3i, let us call u a “right trivial 
singular vector” and u its associated “left trivial singular vector” of the 
problem A C 
( 1 B ?’ 
belonging to the “trivial singular value” EL, if 
(i) Au = pu, Bu = 0; 
(ii) A*v=pu, C*v=O. 
Under these circumstances, clearly, u is a right and v its associated left 
singular vector of belonging to singular value p; and also u is a right 
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and t‘ its associated left singular vector of (A C) belonging to singular value 
p. Notice, however, that for u to be a singular vector of 
Bu =0 does not oblige it to be a trivial singular vector of 
witness 
I 0 1 0 1 0. 1 ?I 
Our extensions will be only for the sake of non-trivial singular values; so 
we will want to follow the 
CONVENTJON. Schmidt decompositions (3.1) and (3.2) always include, 
among the ui and the z?~, as many trivial singular vectors as possible. 
The Convention is not vacuous, because (as recalled above) even after the 
operators are given there is some latitude in the choice of singular vectors. 
Obeying the Convention as to the uj can not interfere with obeying it as to 
the 4; verification of this detail is left to the reader. 
The same trivial singular values occur in both sums (3-l), (3.2). Let us 
distinguish them notationally in the following way. Let pa, p_ r, p-s,. + . and 
Va’Y-~,‘. . denote the trivial singular values of 2 and (A C), respec- 
( 1 
tively, paired so that At+ = p/u/; thus for j < 0, the xj in (3.1) is simply ui and 
the yj in (3.2) is simply uj, and necessarily pj = vi. Assuming the Convention, 
then, no linear combination of the uj for i > 0 can be a trivial singular vector, 
and neither can any linear combination of the tij for i > 0. The non-trivial 
singular values we label by the customary rule: pi > pLz > . . . , v1 > v2 > . . . . It 
might happen that some trivial singular value equals some pj or some ZJ~ for 
i > 0, but this will have no effect, 
trivial S.V. other S.V. (not paired) 
. ..>l--2>P-I?PO /lr>/Ls> ... 
I, N I! (3.3) 
. ..) ~_2,~-1,~0 v,>v,> .*. . 
In general, with this notation, the sums indicated in (3.1) and (3.2) may run 
from - cc to co. Denote by X,,, Xtr, respectively, the closed linear spans of 
trivial singular vectors. 
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It is in these terms that I can state the extension procedure. Given A 
( 1 B 
defined on P 3c and “,: 
( 1 
defined on Q X, it does not all at once produce 
everywhere-defined operators. Rather it produces orthoprojectors P, > P 
and Q+ > Q, an extension D of A 
( 1 B 
to P, ‘x, and an extension E of A* 
( 1 c* 
to Q, x. Then one must iterate. 
Now, letting m denote the positive bound max( pi,vi), here is the 
definition of the projectors. Let Q+ x be the span of Q x together with all 
those xi = ,I+ -I A 
( 1 
B ui for which pi = m-say, i = 1,. . . , k; and let P, x be the 
span of P X together with all those yj = vi -1 A* 
( ) C* 
oi for which vi = m-say, 
i=l , . . . , 1. Bear in mind that either k or 1 may be zero but not both; in the 
notation, however, let us pretend that both are positive, so that both P, #P 
and Q+ # Q. 
The vectors 
xl=m-’ 2 ( ) up. * * > xk=m-‘( $)uk 
are linearly independent modulo Q X. Indeed, suppose if possible that a 
unit vector u = Xi= itiiui satisfies A 
( 1 B 
u = mu E Q x. By the Convention, u 
and z) cannot comprise a pair of associated trivial singular vectors of 
A C 
( 1 B ?’ 
But they are hard put to avoid it: just because they do comprise a 
pair of associated singular vectors of 
( 1 
$ belonging to singular value m and 
because v E Q X , they satisfy Au = mu, A * v = mu, Bu = 0. This leaves only 
one condition in the definition which might fail, so it must fail: C*v must be 
non-zero. Hence 
Also v, like any linear combination of xi, x2,. . . , is orthogonal to X,. We 
have contradicted the assumption that restricted to Xk has norm 
< m. This proves the assertion about independence of xi,. . .,x,. In like 
manner, the vectors yi = m vl are linearly inde- 
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pendent modulo P 3c. 
This leaves us free to assign the operator D arbitrary values at the points 
y1>. *. , yl; being already determined on P ?KI by the requirement that it be an 
extension of 
( 1 
: , D will then be determined by linearity on all of P, ‘X. 
Let the values Dyj = mt+ be prescribed (i = 1,. . . ,Z). Similarly prescribe 
EXj = rnUj ( i = 1, . . , , k), determining E on all of Q, ‘3i . 
I want to show that the problem has been replaced by another 
problem of the same sort-call it (:I F+) with D=( :I) and 
E= A+* ( 1 C+* -and then that the singular values of the new problem are in a 
suitable sense minimal. 
First of all, A+ in the preceding paragraph has been redundantly 
defined, by A+ = Q+D and by A*, = P, E. Let us check that there is no 
inconsistency. That is, let us check that x*Dy = x*E* y for x running over a 
convenient set spanning Q+ x and y running over a convenient set span- 
ning P, x. It is known to hold in case both x E Q % and y E P 3c. This 
leaves three verifications: 
dually, 
q* Dyi = vi* E * yj (1Gi; l< j<Z); 
and finally, one establishes 
by two symmetrical computations, of which one is 
x~E*yj=mu~yj=u,* uj = ui*A*vj 
(the last step because ui E P X ). 
So now, once we define B+=(l-Q+)D and C*,=(l-P+)E, we have 
indeed passed to the problem How do its singular values 
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compare with those of the original problem? 
Consider first the special case where iXr,, and hence also ‘%& are zero; 
that is, we start with no trivial singular values. Still the problem 
A+ C+ 
i 1 B, ? 
does have trivial singular values. Indeed, I now show that for 1 < j < k, the 
vectors ui, xj form a pair of associated trivial singular vectors belonging to 
singular value m. As to (i) of the definition: ui = mxi because 
= ma+ so it remains to show that xi E Q+ X, and this was part of the 
construction of Q, ‘%. As to (ii): the relation Exi= mui was part of the 
construction of E; it must be verified too that U/E P, if, but that is 
automatic because ui E P tjti. 
Symmetrically, for 1< j < I the vectors yi, ci form a pair of trivial singular 
vectors belonging to singular value m. 
Therefore the extended problem has acquired some trivial singular values 
equal to m. (It may happen to have picked up other new trivial singular 
values besides. If in particular P, 3c is all of ‘X , then no non-trivial singular 
values remain.) 
Next comes the crucial question, what has happened to the singular 
values on the rest of the space ? If they have grown unduly, our labor has 
been wasted. 
The eigenvalues of (A* B*) $ 
( 1 
must be compared with those of 
(A: B:) ;+ . 
i 1 
The latter positive operator acts on P, ?C and the former 
+ 
is its compression to PX, a subspace of codimensionality 1. 
Because we are treating the case F&,=0, the singular values of A 
( 1 B 
are 
only (m=)y,>p.,> ... . Denote all the singular values of 
A+ 
( 1 B+ 
bY !JL: 
>/Ja+ >... ; that is, the labeling rule (3.3) is not to be followed even 
though some of the new problem’s singular values are trivial. 
The construction of A +, B + produced k + I linearly independent singular 
vectors of 
A+ 
( i B+ 
= D belonging to singular value m-namely, ur,. . . ,uk, 
yl>...,yl. This proves that ~k++~ > m, but more can be squeezed out of it. 
Suppose if possible that the extension has a larger norm than we started 
with: p: > m. Then the k + 1 singular values equal to m have to succeed pi+, 
giving Pi++ 1+ r > m. The Cauchy interlacing theorem asserts here that 
Pf 2 Pj: I (j=1,2,...). 
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Since it was provided (in defining k) that ~~+i < m, we set i = k + 1 in (3.4) 
and get a contradiction. Hence pi+ = m, i.e., the norm has not increased; 
more precisely, pi+ = . . + = pk++ l = m. The relation (3.4) for higher i says that 
all the later singular values of the problem have been driven down by 
extending. 
The same phenomenon occurs, of course, with the eigenvalues of 
as compared with (A C)( 2:). 
Now let us go back and see what difference it makes if the subspace X$ 
spamred by right trivial singular vectors of is non-zero. It is -a 
reducing subspace of (A* B*) ($), as is x, of (A C)( ;I). The exten- 
sion procedure in this case is to apply the procedure already described to the 
spaces Xr* and ‘Jc,:. This does not affect any of the trivial singular values 
already on hand, as we see by the following little verification. Assume U, u, I_L 
satisfy conditions (i), ( ii in the definition; we are to verify that they do the ) 
same when A, B, C are replaced by A +, B,, C,. As to (i)-surely 
u = pv, just because is an extension of 
complete the proof that A + u = pv and B, u = 0, it remains to show that 
v E Q+ x. This is also obvious, for v E Q x c Q+ x . And dually, (ii) carries 
over. 
It is time to recapitulate. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume the non-trivial singular values of the compact 
operator are(m=)pI =~~>,.++~>p~+~>...,whilethoseofthe 
compact operator (A C) are (m=)yl=**. =vt>~t+~> **a. (It is not 
excluded that one of k, 1 may be 0.) Then there exists an extension 
to a domain having 1 new independent dimensions, and there exists an 
to a domain having k new independent dimen- 
sions, with the following properties. 
The extension has all the Tight trivial singular values of the original 
problem, an additional k + 1 right trivial singular values equal to m, and 
further right sing&r values K~ > K~ > . * * (some of which may be trivial) 
satisfying K~ < P~+~. It has all the left trivial singular values of the original 
problem, an additional k + 1 left trivial singular values equal to m, and 
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further left singular values A, > A, > . * . (some of which may be trivial) 
satisfying Ai < v~+~. 
It is minimal among ail extensions of the original problem which do not 
increase the norm of its non-trivial part. 
The last sentence is meant as follows: Define X,,, Xtr, and 
as before. Then every such that 
is an extension of and dually. This is the only part of the theorem 
which has not yet been established. 
Its proof may be given, without losing anything essential, under the 
assumption that X,, and ?I& are zero. We want to deduce 
from the supposition that does not agree with 
There is only one way they can fail to agree, since both are extensions of 
: there must be some unit right singular vector t: of 
singular value m such that does not take the same value at 
y=m-‘(AC:) v that (:I) does: 
(For such y span P, x modulo P X .) The argument then is elementary and 
familiar. Because 




with z I 0; and if such a vector mv + z differs from mv it must have norm 
> llrnvjl= m, q.e.d. 
The proof has actually yielded a formally stronger uniqueness assertion: 
has norm Q m when restricted to any subspace of P, X n ‘Xk, 
then it agrees on that subspace with 
Having performed the extension of Theorem 3.1, one can then isolate the 
newly enlarged subspaces of trivial singular vectors and, on the orthogonal 
complements, apply the same extension procedure once again. The result of 
iteration is described in the next theorem, which constitutes in the compact 
case a substantial sharpening of Theorem 1.2 and was obtained without 
relying on it. 
THEOREM 3.2 Merge the lists { ~_li} and {vi} of singular values of i 
( 1 
and (A C) respectively, with the proviso that a pair of associated trivial 
singular values is taken only once. Rearrange the resulting list as p1 > pz 
> ... , Then there exists X such that the singular values (I~ > a2 > . . . of 
( 1 t i satisfy uiGpi (i=l,&...). 
Indeed, the successive performance of the extension procedure replaces 
the sequence {pi} by successive sequences (formed and ordered in the same 
way) which are element-wise unchanged or decreased, as one sees directly 
from Theorem 3.1. 
No uniqueness or minimality assertion here! To express the sense in 
which the procedure described is optimal, I offer 
THEOREM 3.3 Let have singular values a{‘) z at) > . . . 
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(i = 1,2), and assume X, was obtained by the procedure specified for 
Theorems 3.1, 3.2. Assume that a/‘) = a?) for I < j < jO, Then of) < c/,“). 
Equality for all j implies X, = X,. 
Otherwise phrased-the procedure specified is efficient in the sense of 
leading to a lexicographically minimal sequence of singular values. 
The proof is by induction using the last assertion of Theorem 3.1. 
The reader may wish to return to Example 2.3 and compute that the 
efficient solution is obtained for t=O. As in Example 2.2, the efficient 
solution is not central among the extensions allowed by Theorem 1.2. The 
examples of Sec. 2 also illustrate this convenient evident fact: 
REMARK If the given problem is Hermitian (i.e., if A= A*, C= B*), then 
the efficient solution is Hermitian. 
I thank H. F. Weinberger for helpful comments. 
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